CorDimension/CorTech is a certified minority owned full service VAR providing
clients with leading technology solutions across the United States, Canada, and
Puerto Rico.
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Defining A Process That Is Simple
And Communicative
Our approach is based upon one on one
communication through dedicated
resources working to assist you in your
decision making process. CorDimension
staff will analyze the project scope, provide
an array of possible solutions, and keep you
updated throughout the process. If you
have questions, you can contact us 24/7
and we will be there to assist you.

Being A Partner Who Takes Your
Wallet Into Consideration
CorDimension understands that our clients
define success as a project that is
satisfactorily completed on time, cost
effectively, meeting predetermined goals,
and delivering outstanding solutions to
complex problems. We believe that by
creating value at a good price point, it will
serve as the foundation for a long term
partnership.

Customer Service Excellence
Our innovative business model and
customer centric practices ensure that your
organization receives priority attention and
allows us to monitor our efforts in real
time; which enables our staff to update our
clients and to provide quality solutions at
the right cost.

CorTech was founded in 1999 by Vincent Rossy and Gary Nichols. These two
individuals had the foresight to create a pioneering business model by combining
Vincent Rossy’s knowledge and experience as an IT specialist with Gary Nichols’
background as a previous owner of a clerical staffing company. Together they saw a
void in the current model of traditional staffing firms and decided to launch CorTech.
Their mission was to bring together the real opportunities that employees seek with
the talented workforce requirements that leading organizations desire. Through
their innovative practices they soon developed their business to include other skill
sets and labor categories in addition to their initial IT offering. Motivated by a strong
desire to “do things the right way” the duo embraced mentoring and guidance from
other industry leaders and skilled business advisers. With this support and direction,
they were able to base CorTech’s corporate culture on value, honesty, and
CorDimension, a division of CorTech is a leading certified minority owned full-service
VAR providing innovative technology solutions to clients across the United States,
Canada, and Puerto Rico. CorDimension works jointly with our technology partners
to architect and implement unique solutions to meet your exact needs. We are able
to capitalize on our experience and extend capabilities using our innovative business
model to increase value and reduce cost.
CorDimensions cost-centric approach as a service provider also gives our end users
the additional option of a 3rd party maintenance services which extend end of life
assets. We understand that technology managers are under scrutiny to save money
and make cuts to their (OpEx) and (CapEx), with these offerings we feel we can help
companies touch on both.
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